ABSTRACT

The ever wider application of automatic fingerprint recognition systems to law enforcement and immigration control purposes has motivated attempts to avoid identification by fingerprint alterations. The subjects can try to change their fingerprint patterns in many ways, varying from fingertip abrading, burning and cutting up to sophisticated surgical procedures, and therefore a necessity exists for an automatic detection of altered fingerprints. This paper proposes a novel method for fingerprint alteration detection based on analysis of anomalies in minutiae orientations and the fingerprint ridge structure caused by scarred regions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The long and rich history of fingerprint biometrics in forensic sciences has proven the fingerprint to be a reliable means of uniquely identifying an individual. Nowadays, large international databases, containing hundreds of millions of records, enable reliable tracking of criminal records as well as efficient immigration control. The increasing usage of fingerprints at country borders has significantly increased the motivation of blacklisted individuals to avoid successful identification by altering their fingerprints. Apart from the well-known attacks using an artificial fingerprint, individuals can also try to alter their fingerprint patterns to such extent that the automatic system is unable to link them with their originally enrolled reference fingerprint samples. Fingerprint alterations vary from abrading, cutting and burning the fingertips, up to sophisticated surgical operations that can provide a new valid fingerprint pattern for an individual. One of the first recorded attempts to perform a fingerprint alteration was the case of the bank robber, John Dillinger, who tried to avoid identification by burning his fingerprints with an acid as early as in 1934 [1].

More recently, individuals have been registered having their fingerprints altered using a surgical procedure that involves a Z-shaped cut of the fingertip skin and exchanging the position of the two skin pieces. In 2009, a woman having her fingerprints fully transplanted between her left and right hand has been recorded in an attempt to cross Japanese borders. On a larger scale, fingerprint alterations have been reported regarding the EU asylum seeker register, EURODAC. Changes to the fingerprint pattern by burning, abrading or cutting have been identified for hundreds of subjects.

Given the extent and level of automation involved in the usage of fingerprints for forensic and immigration control at present, there is a need to automatically spot subjects that have intentionally altered their original fingerprint pattern. The recent international standardization efforts in this area that are conducted in ISO/IEC JTC SC37 define the fingerprint alteration detection as part of the task of Presentation Attack Detection that involves detection of various attempts to deceive fingerprint biometric systems by means of a non-genuine representations [2].

This paper suggests a novel method for detection of such altered fingerprints by analyzing the captured image representation and revealing inconsistencies in the ridge flow.

The text is organized as follows: The summary of the existing publications regarding fingerprint alteration detection is given by Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed analysis and detection approach and its performance is evaluated in Section 4. Conclusions and suggestions for future work are given by Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK

A limited amount of previous work exists on the topic of detection and analysis of altered fingerprints. Feng et al. [3] compute the fingerprint orientation field and decompose it into singular and continuous components. The singular component is determined by positions and characteristics of the singular points in the analysed fingerprints. Using the singular decomposition and the original orientation field, a continuous component can be computed. An SVM classification
into altered and unaltered fingerprints is performed using histograms of curvatures present in the continuous component of the orientation field. The authors claim that, unlike in unaltered fingerprints, the altered fingerprints yield for continuous orientation field components in which the continuous flow of the orientations is not preserved. The approach was tested using a synthetic database of altered fingerprints. Yoon et al. [4] approach the problem both by analysis of anomalies in the orientation field and minutia distributions. The orientation field is extracted and its polynomial approximation is computed. For the altered fingerprints, the difference between the polynomial approximation and the original orientation field is be greater than for the unaltered fingerprints, since the polynomial presentation is not able to represent the anomalies precisely. In addition, the authors observed that the scarring, often present in altered fingerprints, generates accumulations of minutiae that are not observed in unaltered fingerprints. A histogram based on the distributions of minutiae in the fingerprints is used as the second part of a feature vector for SVM classification into unaltered and altered fingerprints. The method was tested on a large-scale non-public government database containing 4433 samples of altered fingerprints. Petrovici and Lazar [5] propose a method based on reliability of the fingerprint orientation field. The authors observed that for the unaltered fingerprints, a small number of actual fingerprint singular points can be detected with a high degree of confidence. For the altered fingerprints, on the other hand, the anomalies provide for a larger number of detected singular points, typically with a low degree of confidence. Due to the lack of a public database of altered fingerprints, the authors demonstrate their method on a set of unaltered fingerprints and examples of altered fingerprints. The authors have also experimented with a classifier based on the Mahalanobis distance for the fingerprint alteration detection [6]. In this approach, the fingerprint orientation field is extracted and divided into blocks. Separately for the altered fingerprints and the unaltered fingerprints in the training set, the blocks with low orientation field reliability are used to compute a model of a block. The fingerprints are classified into altered and unaltered as based on the Mahalanobis distance of the orientation field blocks in a test fingerprint from the models representing altered or unaltered fingerprints. A synthetic database of fingerprint alterations has been used by the work. Petrovici [7] has also proposed a method for generating of synthetically altered fingerprints from unaltered fingerprint samples. Tiribuzi et al. [8] have proposed a method based on minutia distributions and entropies of orientations in fingerprints. The fingerprint orientation field is divided into blocks, and for each of the blocks, entropy of the orientations is calculated. Considering 3 different scale settings, 3 different orientation entropy maps are extracted. From the orientation entropy maps along with a minutia density map, histograms are computed and used to classify fingerprints as altered or unaltered. The approach was tested on a database of synthetically generated altered fingerprints.

3. ALTERATION DETECTION METHOD

3.1. Dataset

In biometric research, it is commonly expected that proposed methods are based on publicly accessible datasets, such that research results can be reproduced. For the research addressed in this work such a dataset does not exist. Due to the nature of the target characteristic of interest, it is neither possible to ask volunteers in large numbers to alter their fingerprints nor conduct a dedicated data collection. Seemingly, a possibility would be in using the forensic and immigration control databases. However, the individuals typically seek to avoid criminal prosecution or blacklisting by immigration control authorities, and the altered fingerprints, if identified, are still subject to legal protection. This limitation forced the researchers working in this field to test their methods either using synthetically generated datasets of altered fingerprints or to benchmark them with the very few datasets that do contain altered fingerprint sample. The proposed method was tested on a dataset of non-synthetic altered fingerprints composed from the following sources:

- Brno [9]. A collection of fingerprints containing a wide variety of dermatological diseases.
- GUC-100 [10]. An in-house database from Gjøvik University College (GUC) in Norway. A few images containing dermatological diseases have been used as altered.
- NIST SD14 - fingerprints that have been identified as altered in the NIST Special Database 14

Moreover we added non-altered images from public sources [10] FVC 2004 [12]. For the FVC 2004 Images from DB1 (set A) of the public fingerprint database collected for the Fingerprint Verification Competition 2004 (FVC 2004) have been used as unaltered images. The resulting dataset contains 116 altered and 180 unaltered fingerprint images normalized to the size 512 × 480 pixels.

3.2. Preprocessing

All fingerprint samples have been preprocessed in order to enhance the image and minimize the amount of background that
would have a disturbing effect on the algorithm. The initial cropping of the fingerprint foreground area was done using the Nfseg algorithm from the NIST Biometric Image Software (NBIS) package [13]. A finer segmentation into blocks of size $8 \times 8$ pixels containing the background or the fingerprint pattern is done using the per-block standard deviation approach. On the resulting map of foreground blocks, a series of morphological open and close operations is applied in order to close the holes in the foreground area that represents the fingerprint and remove isolated, erroneously detected, foreground blocks. The morphological operation step is essential in order to obtain a fingerprint area containing low-quality blocks of the scarred and mutilated areas, as the blocks containing the scarred regions are often discarded as the background by the standard deviation approach. The fingerprints are then rotated to the longitudinal orientation by using the approach taken by Merkle et al. [14] and resized to $512 \times 480$ pixels.

For the Singular Point Density Analysis described further on, the image is also subjected to histogram equalization and enhanced using the following block-wise FFT approach described by Watson et al. [15]. The image is divided into $8 \times 8$ blocks $B(x)$ where each of the blocks is considered with an 8-pixel margin, providing for a set of $8 \times 8$ overlapping blocks of size $24 \times 24$ pixels. Each of the blocks is FFT-enhanced according to the following equation

$$B'(x) = FFT^{-1}(FFT(B(x)) \cdot |FFT(B(x)|^k)$$

(1)

where $k = 0.45$ is the enhancement constant. The enhanced image is then re-assembled using the central $8 \times 8$ pixels in the blocks $B'(x,y)$.

### 3.3. Singular point density analysis

The patterns caused by scarring and mutilations introduce anomalies in the pixel-wise orientation field of the fingerprint scan. The anomalies can be perceived as additional singularities in the orientation field that can be identified by approaches intended for detection of actual singular points in genuine fingerprints. The Poincaré index [16], $P(x,y)$, is typically used as the first step in identifying the singular, core and delta, points in a fingerprint.

$$P(x,y) = \sum_{k=0 \ldots 7} a(d_k, d_{(k+1) \mod 8})$$

(2)

$a(d_i, d_j)$ represents the angle between point orientations $d_i$ and $d_j$ selecting the direction of the orientations so that $|d_j - d_i| \leq \pi/2$, while $k$ is the index of orientation points surrounding the position $(x,y)$. In high quality unaltered fingerprints, the values of the Poincaré index can be interpreted as follows

$$P(x,y) = \begin{cases} 2\pi, & \text{if } (x,y) \text{ belongs to a whorl} \\ \pi, & \text{if } (x,y) \text{ belongs to a loop} \\ -\pi, & \text{if } (x,y) \text{ belongs to a delta} \\ -2\pi, & \text{if } (x,y) \text{ belongs to a diamond shape} \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(3)

Due to the anomalies that exist in the altered fingerprint images, the Poincaré index yields a significantly larger number of points as candidates for singular points as regards the altered fingerprint images in comparison to the unaltered fingerprint images. Therefore, the amount and distribution of the points detected by the Poincaré index provide for a measure to distinguish between altered and unaltered fingerprints. However, low quality areas in genuine fingerprint scans can increase the number of falsely detected singular points in a similar fashion [17]. In order to filter out the singular point candidates detected in low quality areas of a fingerprint sample and preserve only the singular point candidates from the altered areas, the Gabor filter based quality assessment has been applied.

In the quality assessment approach by Olsen et al. [18], the fingerprint image is convolved with a 2D Gaussian core, and the result is subtracted from the original image in order to obtain its high-pass filtered representation. The representation is convolved with 2D Gabor filters of $n = 8$ evenly spread orientations $\theta$.

$$\theta = \pi \frac{k - 1}{n}, \quad k = 1, \ldots, n$$

(4)

A pixel-wise standard deviation is computed among the images in the resulting Gabor filter response bank, providing for the quality image $G_{std}$. The Gabor quality matrix, $G_{std}$, is then transformed into the interval $[0,1]$ according to

$$Q_G(x,y) = \begin{cases} G_{std}(x,y)/T, & \text{if } G_{std}(x,y) \leq T \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(5)

where $T$ is a given threshold ($T = 0.01$).

Given a fingerprint image quality map $Q_G(x,y)$, a quality dependent singular point density image $P_d(x,y)$ is computed by multiplication of the two maps as follows

$$P_d(x,y) = P(x,y) \cdot Q_G(x,y)$$

(6)

The final representation is obtained by convolution of the image $P_d(x,y)$ with a uniform circular window of radius $r = 30$ pixels and smoothening by using a Gaussian filter of $30 \times 30$ pixels. The pipeline is illustrated by Fig. 1.

### 3.4. Minutia orientation analysis

An altered fingerprint typically exhibits anomalies in the ridge orientation flow caused by scarring along the cuts and mutilations. In an unaltered fingerprint, it is very unlikely to
find minutiae of very different orientations in close proximity. In altered fingerprints, the scars introduce additional clusters of minutiae that often do not follow the expected orientation flow. The Minutia Orientation Analysis extracts patterns based on differences of orientation of minutiae in close proximity to one another.

For the analysis, a mindct minutia extractor, subjected to slight modifications, has been used. In order to remove falsely detected minutiae, the mindct includes a filtering step that greatly reduces the number of initially detected minutiae. However, the additional minutiae generated by scarring and other anomalies in the altered fingerprints are typically detected with a low level of confidence and removed during the filtering procedure. In order to preserve the low-confidence minutiae, the following slight modifications were performed on the mindct minutia extractor. The functionality that removes minutiae arising from momentary discontinuities in the ridges or valleys has been disabled entirely. In addition, the angle parameter for removal of minutiae arising from short islands or lakes in the ridge flow has been experimentally tuned to 157.5°, in order to reduce the amount of minutia candidates removed in the scarred regions.

The minutia orientation differences are computed as follows. Let \( S_m \) be the set of fingerprint minutiae containing the minutia’s position \( \mathbf{x} = (x, y) \) and orientation \( \theta \in [0, \pi) \). For each minutia \( m \in S_m \), the minutiae around its center within the radius \( r \) are considered. Within the radius \( r \), a minutia is found that provides for largest difference \( \Delta \theta_m \) between its orientation and the orientation of the minutia \( m \) as shown by Fig. 2.

\[
\Delta \theta_m = \min_{\mathbf{x} \in S_m} |\theta - \theta_m| \quad (\text{for } m \text{ and its values transformed by means of the function } s(\theta))
\]

Fig. 2. Selection of the minutia with maximum difference in orientation compared to minutia \( m \), within the radius \( r \)

The orientation difference \( d(\theta_i, \theta_m) \) is defined as follows

\[
d(\theta_i, \theta_m) = \min(|\theta_i - \theta_m|, \pi - |\theta_i - \theta_m|) \quad (7)
\]

The resulting set \( S_{\text{diff}} \) contains minutia positions \( \mathbf{x} \) and the above mentioned maximum orientation differences \( \Delta \theta_m \) to the minutia within the radius \( r \)

\[
S_{\text{diff}} = \{ (\mathbf{x}, \Delta \theta_m) | (\mathbf{x}, \theta) \in S_m \} \quad (8)
\]

Fig. 1. (a) Original [11], (b) Poincaré index response, (c) Quality image \( Q_G \), (d) The resulting Singular Point Density map

The values \( \Delta \theta_m \) in the set \( S_{\text{diff}} \) are then transformed into the interval \([0, 1]\) according to definition

\[
\mathbf{M}_{\text{diff}} = \{ (\mathbf{x}, \theta) | (\mathbf{x}, \Delta \theta_m) \in S_{\text{diff}} \land \theta = s(\Delta \theta_m) \} \quad (9)
\]

where the function \( s(\theta) \) is defined as

\[
s(\theta) = \begin{cases} \theta/T, & \text{if } \theta \leq T, \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (10)
\]

and \( T \) is a predetermined threshold (\( T \) is set to \( \pi/4 \)).

A density map \( M_{\text{dens}}(\mathbf{x}) \) of the size of the fingerprint image is computed as follows

\[
M_{\text{dens}}(\mathbf{x}) = \sum_{(\mathbf{x}_0, \theta) \in \mathbf{M}_{\text{diff}}} \theta K_r(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_0) \quad (11)
\]

where \( K_r(\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_0) \) is a circular window function centered at \( \mathbf{x}_0 \) with a radius \( r \) (\( r \) is set to 30 pixels).

The image \( M_{\text{dens}} \) is then filtered by a Gaussian filter of size 30 × 30 and its values transformed by means of the function \( n \) defined as

\[
n(v) = \begin{cases} v/T, & \text{if } v \leq T, \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (12)
\]

with a parameter \( T \) (\( T = 6.9 \)). The resulting image is illustrated by Fig. 3c.
4. RESULTS

Both the resulting density maps from the Singular Pont Density Analysis (SPDA) and Minutia Orientation Analysis (MOA) are classified using the approach used by Yoon et al. [19]. The density maps are cropped into a rectangular shape, normalized into the interval [0, 1] and divided into 3 × 3, in total 9, blocks. For each block, a 21-bin histogram is computed that represents the distribution of the density values in the interval [0, 1]. For each of the density maps, all the histograms for all of the blocks are then concatenated into a single 189-dimensional feature vector that can be used for classification.

For performance comparison, the approach by Yoon et al. [19] was fully reimplemented. The method provides for two additional density maps resulting from the Orientation Field Analysis (OFA) and Minutia Distribution Analysis (MDA) that yield for a 189-dimensional feature vector each. The results of the classification using Support Vector Machines, averaged over 10 independent selections of training and testing data, are listed in Table 1. For the altered fingerprints 30% of the data were randomly chosen as the training set, and 70% of the data as the testing set.

The results are presented in terms of the True Altered Detection Rate (TADR) and False Non-Altered Detection Rate (FNADR) metrics [2]. The TADR metric is the proportion of altered presentation characteristics correctly classified as being altered. The FNADR metric is the proportion of altered presentation characteristics incorrectly classified as being non-altered.

The feature level fusion of the newly proposed SPDA approach and the existing OFA approach provided for the best performance, outperforming the method by Yoon et al.[19]. In addition, two new approaches to fingerprint alteration detection have been introduced, providing for performance fully comparable to the methods introduced by Yoon et al.[19].

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A novel method for detecting altered fingerprints has been developed that performs competitively with the state-of-the-art method by Yoon et al.[19], achieving TADR of 92.0% and FNADR of 2.3% on the classification dataset. In addition, the classification performance can be further improved to TADR of 94.6% and FNADR of 2.4% by combining the approach of Yoon et al. [19] and the proposed method. The future work would involve testing on a larger dataset of altered fingerprints from government sources such as the FBI database of altered fingerprints that has been used by Yoon et al.[19] as a second source of validation. In addition, a further investigation is possible regarding identification of the pixel-wise orientation field anomalies, currently performed by means of the Poincaré index, by using analysis of the entropies of the orientations.
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